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ABSTRACT Plane Wave Generator (PWG) has recently attracted great attention from industry and
academia for over-the-air (OTA) testing of base station (BS) antennas in the fifth-generation (5G) wireless
communication systems. This paper aims to reduce the scattering from the PWG to the antenna under test
(AUT), which might be problematic in the near-field OTA testing. First, we introduce a low monostatic
radar cross section (RCS) PWG array element design. The PWG is also loaded with pyramidal microwave
absorbing material (MAM) to suppress the multi-reflections between the AUT and the PWG. Furthermore,
unlike coplanar PWG design generally reported in the literature, a novel non-coplanar design is proposed
to realize the destructive interference of the scattered signals from the PWG, thereby significantly reducing
the multiple reflections. PWG elements in the non-coplanar design are placed in the propagation direction
according to planar and non-planar field distribution on the PWG radiated from the BS AUT. To validate
our proposed design, a 4 × 4 PWG array with a 108 mm element spacing and a non-coplanar structure is
developed and experimentally validated. The measured results show that the second incident wave of the
proposed non-coplanar PWG array structure based on non-planar field distribution is 7.9 dB lower than that
of the classical coplanar PWG design from 2.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz, and 1.9 dB lower than that of the proposed
non-coplanar PWG array structure based on planar field distribution, which demonstrates the effectiveness
and robustness of our proposed design.

INDEX TERMS 5G, OTA testing, PWG, low scattering design, probe antenna design, non-coplanar PWG
structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is one of
the key technologies employed at the base stations (BSs) in
the sub-6 GHz 5G wireless communication systems [1], [2].
Accurate measurement of the massive MIMO BS antenna
systems is essential in the performance and conformance
testing. Over-the-air (OTA) testing is a competitive method
to evaluate BS antennas due to its advantage of convenient
operation and cost savings, compared to conventional cable
conducted testing [3], [4]. The plane-wave generator (PWG),
which aims to approximate a plane wave in the quiet
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zone with a near-field distance, has attracted great interest
recently [5]–[10]. Compared with the traditional antenna
measurement methods (e.g., near-field to far field trans-
formation, direct far-field and compact antenna testing
range (CATR)), the PWG has the advantages of compact
size, fast measurement, low-cost, and support for both
continuous wave (CW) and modulated signal measurement.
The PWG has a good potential to support for massive
MIMO BS antenna parameter measurement, array calibra-
tion, radio frequency (RF) transmit and receive performance
measurements.

Extensive works have been reported on the PWG design
in the literature, e.g. algorithms to determine the complex
excitation coefficients for the PWG element [11]–[13], and
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guidance to design a good PWG [14]. Multiple reflec-
tions between the PWG and AUT will be detrimental to
high-fidelity quiet zone performance, which is especially
problematic due to the near-field measurement distance
and metallic ground plane usually employed in the 5G BS
AUT [15], [16]. However, this issue is largely overlooked in
the PWG design in the literature. Due to the immutable BS
AUT design, the most efficient way to suppress the multiple
reflections between PWG and BS AUT is to reduce the
scattering from the PWG.

Scattering reduction has been a long-standing research
topic in the literature in the near-field measurement sys-
tems, where various techniques, e.g. data post-processing,
downsizing the cross-section of probe antenna, and diverting
the direction of the reflected wave, have been reported.
A mathematical absorber reflection suppression (MARS)
technique was used in [17] to suppress the undesirable
scattered signals, which is a post-processing technique using
a digital filter technology. It was shown in [18] that wideband
backscattering reduction can be achieved by miniaturizing
the probe antenna with a compact wideband inverted
quad ridge ortho-mode junction (OMJ). In [15], shaped
expanded polypropylene absorbers surrounded by a taper slot
antenna (TSA) were proposed and the back-scattering was
reduced by absorbers. A conical skirt in front of the square
probe frame was introduced in [19] to divert the energy
scattered from the probe mounting structure away from the
direction of the device under test (DUT). The miniaturized
low scattering antennas were also reported in [16], [20], [21].
Some low scattering ground planes such as electromagnetic
bandgap (EBG) and frequency selective surface (FSS) were
introduced to replace the metal reflect board of antenna
in [22], [23]. To reduce the scattering from the PWG,
we need to carefully address the structural mode and antenna
mode in the radar cross section (RCS) of the PWG antenna
element [24], [25]. Furthermore, the ground plane of the
PWG is another major factor, which should also be properly
accounted for due to its large array aperture. For this reason,
a low-scattering compact PWG probe antenna is designed
in this paper, which is loaded with microwave-absorbing
materials (MAMs) at its side edges to block the scattering
in the sharp edge. The pyramidal shaped absorber is also
introduced in the PWG to cover the large ground plane.

A chessboard structure is a promising strategy to reduce
RCS, where the basic idea is that destructive interference can
be realized to achieve scattering reduction. We can utilize
a surface that reflects the impinging wave in-phase and
counter-phase at the same time. This can be achieved via
utilizing different properties of cells (i.e. one cell introducing
180◦ phase change to reflected wave, yet another cell intro-
ducing no phase change) on the surface. Artificial magnetic
conductor (AMC) and perfect electric conductor (PEC)
based chessboard structures were proposed in [26], [27].
Polarization conversion meta-surface (PCM) offers another
approach to building the elements of a chessboard structure
array [28]. It was also shown in [29] that the FSS could also be

implemented in the chessboard arrangement. Note that planar
wave impinging is generally assumed for the reported RCS
reduction in the chessboard structure array.

Inspired by the chessboard structure reported in the
literature, a novel non-coplanar PWG design is proposed in
the paper to achieve destructive interference. Unlike coplanar
PWG generally reported in the literature, the non-coplanar
design can effectively suppress the reflected waves, without
jeopardizing the PWG performance. The PWG elements in
the non-coplanar design can be placed in the propagation
direction according to planar field distribution or non-planar
field distribution in the near-field region of the BS. To our
best knowledge, such a low-scattering PWG design has not
been available in the literature.

In this paper, several scattering reduction strategies are
employed in the PWG design, i.e. low scattering probe
antenna design, PWG ground plane covered with absorbing
material, and a novel non-coplanar PWG layout based
on field distribution. The paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the low scattering PWG element
design. Section III presents the low scattering PWG design.
Section IV describes the non-coplanar PWG design for
near-field field distribution. Section V draws conclusions.

FIGURE 1. Geometry of the probe antenna: (a) the 3D view of the probe
antenna; (b) the side view of the dielectric; (c) the front view of the
dielectric; (d) the structure of Vivaldi antennas.

II. LOW SCATTERING PWG ELEMENT DESIGN
A. PWG ELEMENT DESIGN
Fig. 1 (a) presents the 3D view of the proposed PWG probe
antenna, which consists of two crossed Vivaldi antennas,
one dielectric, and radome and four MAM wings. The
Vivaldi antenna and MAM wing structure were reported
in our previous work [16], where a double-layer dielectric
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TABLE 1. Detailed dimension of the proposed probe antenna.

structure was adopted. In this work, the only one-layer
radome is employed in the design in order to improve the
consistency of PWG antenna elements, without deteriorating
the performance. The probe antenna dimension parameters
are shown in Table 1. The Vivaldi antenna structure is shown
in Figure 1(d). Vivaldi antenna 1 and 2 are defined in the
yz-plane and xz-plane, respectively. Meanwhile, the two
orthogonal antennas were inserted into the dielectric radome
together, where a small distance difference in the z-axis
exists to avoid overlapping in the microstrip lines. The
substrate used to fabricate the Vivaldi antenna is Rogers
(lossy, εr = 3.38) with a thickness of 0.813 mm. The sharp
edge of the copper-clad plate of the Vivaldi antenna will
lead to strong scattering, which is an important structure
mode scattering. To alleviate this effect, the antenna edges
are wrapped by four MAM wings of ECCOSORB LS-26
(as shown in Fig. 1(a)) with ‘‘U-shape’’. The dielectric
radome has a nearly rotational symmetry structure, with a
cylindrical body and a cone head as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b).
The conehead can effectively divert the incident wave to a
non-boresight direction. 76 holes are penetrated in circles
in the dielectric radome to reduce weight. The dielectric
permittivity of polylactic acid (PLA), which has been used
to fabricate the radome, is 2.6. Table 2 shows the loss factors
of the MAM, Rogers substrate, and the radome used in the
simulation from the CST. The antenna geometry is simulated
and optimized in the full-wave electromagnetic simulation
software CST.

TABLE 2. The loss factors of the Mam, the rogers substrate, and the
radome used in the simulation.

The fabricated probe antenna is shown in Fig. 2. The
dielectric radome was processed by 3D printing technology,
and the two Vivaldi antennas were perfectly inserted into the
cross-shaped slot of the dielectric radome. Each MAM wing
was glued by two dissected MAM strips. SMA connectors

FIGURE 2. Photos of the fabricated probe antenna.

with a 0.8 mm inner radius were employed to the feed. The
antenna can be easily installed in the ground plane by the four
bottom through-holes, as shown in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 3. Simulated and measured S-parameters, S11, S22 and S21 of the
probe antenna.

B. THE SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS OF THE
PROBE ANTENNA
Simulated and measured S-parameters of the PWG probe
antennas are shown in Fig. 3. The measured results agree well
with the simulated results. The S11 and S22 of the compact
probe antenna are improved by the loaded dielectric in the
low frequency region, as expected. If the reflection coefficient
less than −10 dB is targeted, the probe antenna could well
support operating frequency from 2.2 GHz to 6 GHz for
both antenna ports. The low reflection coefficients can be
beneficial to the reduction of the RCS antenna mode. The
high isolation between the two ports can also be achieved
with the probe design, with S21 < −20 dB over the whole
band, S21 < −25 dB at 2.2 GHz to 6 GHz band, and>30 dB
isolation for most frequency regions.

Fig. 4 shows the measured and simulated radiation patterns
along the xz and yz planes at 3.5 GHz. We can observe that
measured radiation patterns match well the simulated results.
Note that the back lobe is high due to the compact aperture
size of the probe antenna.

Fig. 5 shows the simulated and measured monostatic RCS
of the probe antenna in the gazing direction, and themeasured
RCS is less than −27.5 dBsm from 2.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz,
which demonstrates a low-scattering probe antenna design.
There is a big difference between measured and simulated
RCS results. This is possibly due to the fact that the antenna
material and antenna assembly are not accurately modeled in
the simulation. The antenna is composed of components of
different materials and the assembly of the antenna is done
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FIGURE 4. Simulated and measured antenna radiation patterns in the
xz-plane and yz- plane at 3.5GHz. Top: antenna 1; Bottom: antenna 2.

FIGURE 5. Monostatic RCS of the probe antenna in the gazing direction.

manually in the laboratory. The assembly accuracy of the
antenna is limited, and gaps and position deviations will cause
differences in RCS test results. In addition, the antenna is
very small and the RCS level is rather low. The installation
position of the antenna in the test will also slightly affect the
measurement of scattered electromagnetic waves. The RCS
of the probe antenna was measured in a CATR setup.

III. LOW SCATTERING PWG DESIGN
A. NON-COPLANAR PWG DESIGN FOR PLANAR
IMPINGING WAVE
As explained, we aim to achieve destructive interference
of reflected wave from the PWG with a novel non-
coplanar PWG design. Coplanar PWG design (i.e. all PWG
elements placed in the same xy plane) is generally adopted
in the literature. In our work, non-coplanar PWG (i.e.
PWG elements placed on two planes) is proposed in this
section. The basic principle is explained below. For a
certain frequency f, its wavelength is λ. Assume a planar
wave impinging the PWG, a 180◦ phase change can be

effectively generated for PWG elements if a change of
λ/4 is introduced in the propagation path for the PWG
element (back and forth (round trip) transmission distance
of λ/2). Therefore, in our proposed non-coplanar PWG
design, the PWG elements can be placed into two coplanar
PWG planes, separated by a distance of λ/4. By doing so,
the reflected waves from the whole PWGwill be significantly
suppressed due to the destructive interference of signals
radiated from the PWG elements on the two planes at the
frequency f (i.e. 180◦ phase difference introduced in the
signal path). Note that the complex excitation coefficients
are generally optimized for coplanar PWG design. Placing
the PWG elements on two planes will therefore effectively
modify the complex excitation coefficients allocated to the
PWG elements. To address this, a compensation phase term
of −90◦ (single-trip transmission distance of λ/4) should be
introduced to complex coefficients obtained in the coplanar
PWG design for PWG elements that are shifted λ/4 in the
z-axis direction.

FIGURE 6. The schematic of the 1 × 4 non-coplanar array.

B. PWG ELEMENT SPACING DESIGN
In this work, uniform element spacing is adopted for the PWG
design, though the proposed non-coplanar PWG strategy
works for arbitrary PWG configuration. The element spacing
of the non-coplanar structure is a key design parameter to
achieve RCS reduction. Small element spacing would lead to
large coupling between the elements, which would jeopardize
the scattering reduction performance in the PWG due to
strong coupling. A 1 × 4 non-coplanar array was simulated
in the CST to determine the suitable PWG element spacing,
as shown in Fig. 6. Four probe antennas were uniformly
arranged in the x axis, with λ/4 separation for a neighboring
element in the z-axis direction (for the designed frequency),
as illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 presents the monostatic RCS
reduction of the 1 × 4 non-coplanar array with different
element spacings. Note that the results were normalized to
the RCS of the coplanar PWG design for the four elements.
The non-coplanar PWG design can effectively reduce the
RCS, as expected. Furthermore, as the element spacing gets
larger, better RCS reduction can be obtained at 2.6 GHz
and 3.5 GHz, which is expected since we have smaller
coupling due to larger element spacing. Nevertheless, with
the frequency grows further, the RCS reduction tends to
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FIGURE 7. The monostatic RCS reduction of the 1 × 4 non-coplanar array
in the different spacing.

be unstable at large element spacing. An element spacing
of 108 mm is selected in the next section since it is a good
choice both for PWG design in terms of plane wave field
synthesis and also it offers good RCS reduction.

FIGURE 8. The schematic of the non-coplanar PWG: (a) the side view and
(b) the back view.

C. NON-COPLANAR PWG IMPLEMENTATION
For simplicity, a 4 × 4 PWG is developed for validation
purpose, though the principle can be applied for PWG of
arbitrary size. The non-coplanar PWG consists of 16 low
scattering antenna elements, as illustrated shown in Fig. 8.
The distance between two PWGplanes in the z axis is set to d .
One PWG element is composed of one probe antenna and a
3× 3 pyramidal MAM, with the probe antenna placed ahead
of the pyramidal MAM. The blue element is placed ahead of
the red element in the z axis, as explained.
The prototype of the non-coplanar PWG structure is shown

in Fig. 9, and the material of the backboards is aluminum.
The MAM, which was used in the PWG, is the carbon loaded
urethane foam absorber, whose whole height is 100 mm. The
absorber element has the pyramidal shape, where the height
of the pyramid is 70mm, and thewidth of the base is 38.5mm.
Each probe antenna was propped by four polyamide 66
dielectric poles, and the pointing angle of the PWG element
can be finely tuned by the nuts in the head of dielectric
poles. The spacing of probe antennas in the x axis and y

FIGURE 9. The prototype of the non-coplanar PWG: (a) the front view of
the sub-array; (c) the back view of the sub-array.

axis is 108 mm, as explained. The 4× 4 PWG configuration
is realized by 20 positioning bolts and three backboards,
as shown in Fig. 9. Each 3× 3 pyramidal MAM bottom was
glued to the backboard 3. All MAM absorbers were hung
up by the 16 positioning bolts through the backboard 1 and
backboard 2. The holes in the backboard 1 are threaded holes,
and locations of PWG elements can be adjusted by rotating
the positioning boles. The remaining four positioning boles in
the backboard 1 can be used to adjust the direction angles of
backboard 2, and then the whole perpendicularity of the array
can be compensated by backboard 2 with 16 precise through
holes.

FIGURE 10. The different contrast models: (a) a flat metal plate; (b) a
12 × 12 pyramidal MAM array; (c) a 4 × 4 horn antenna array; (d) a 4 × 4
non-coplanar low-scattering probe antenna array.

To experimentally validate our proposed non-coplanar
PWG design, four different models with the same aperture
size 461.5 mm×461.5 mm are investigated to compare the
reflectivity levels, as shown in Fig. 10. Note that all models
are placed in the quiet zone of a CATR setup so that the planar
signal impinging upon the models can be assumed. A flat
aluminum metal plate, shown in Fig. 10 (a), is employed as
the reference plate. All the other three models’ reflectivity
signals are normalized according to the reflection signal of
the ideal metal plate. Fig. 10 (b) presents a 12×12 pyramidal
MAM array, which is used as the initial background of the
PWG array and backed by a metal plate. Fig. 10 (c) presents
a 4 × 4 coplanar quad ridged horn antenna array, which is
used as a conventional array to compare the reflectivity with
the designed low scattering probe antenna array. The detailed
dimensions of the horn antenna array were given in [30]. The
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horn antenna array has an element spacing of 108 mm in the
coplanar structure (i.e. with d = 0 mm). The gaps between
the horn antennas were padded by planar foam absorbers.
Fig. 10 (d) presents the designed 4 × 4 non-coplanar PWG,
and the distance d in the z axis between adjacent elements
was set to 0 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm, respectively.
All the array element ports in Fig. 10 (c) and Fig. 10 (d) were
properly terminated to avoid potential port reflection.

FIGURE 11. The reflectivity of different arrays.

All the models above were measured in a CATR setup.
The reflectivity of different arrays is shown in Fig. 11. The
reflectivity of MAM is less than −30 dB from 2.3 GHz to
3.8 GHz. Therefore, the pyramidal MAM array is suitable for
low scattering background. An average difference between
the three arrays is about 10 dB. In Fig. 11, the designed
coplanar PWG array was arranged in a plane with d = 0 mm.
The reflectivity of the PWG array is about 10 dB less than
the horn antenna array, which demonstrates the low scattering
property of the designed PWG element. The reflectivity of the
MAM array mounts up about 10 dB due to the added probe
antenna.

FIGURE 12. The reflectivity of non-coplanar PWG array with different
adjustment distances.

Fig.12 represents the reflectivity of the designed non-
planar PWG array with different distances in the z axis.
When the d of the non-planar structure was set to 20 mm,
the reflectivity was reduced by about 20 dB near the
frequency of 3.5 GHz. This is due to the fact that 20 mm
is approximately a quarter wavelength at 3.5 GHz (i.e.
21.4 mm). Compared with the planar array, 10 dB reflectivity
suppression is achieved using the proposed non-planar struc-
ture with d= 20mm from 2.8 GHz to 3.7 GHz. Themeasured

results demonstrated that the proposed non-coplanar PWG
design can significantly suppress the scattering from the
PWG.

IV. NON-COPLANAR PWG DESIGN FOR NEAR-FIELD
DISTRIBUTION
In Section III, a non-coplanar PWG is proposed based on
the assumption that the PWG is illuminated by a planar
impingingwave. It was demonstrated that the PWG scattering
can be significantly reduced via placing PWG elements on
two planes separated by λ/4 (for the designed frequency).
However, the PWG is generally placed in the near-field
region of the BS (e.g. the measurement distance can be as
small as 2 times of the quiet zone size). Its compactness
is one of the main advantages of the CATR solution. Due
to the near-field distance, the field distribution on the PWG
aperture radiated from the BS AUT is not an ideally uniform
plane wave field. Therefore, the proposed non-coplanar PWG
based on plane wave field distribution in Section III might
deteriorate in the practical near-field setup. To address this
issue, a non-coplanar PWG design strategy based on near
field (typically non-planar) field distribution is proposed.
Note that the plane wave field distribution can be viewed as
a simplified case of the near-field field distribution for the
non-coplanar PWG design.

FIGURE 13. The schematic of the measurement system for non-coplanar
PWG.

A. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 13. The PWG
and BS AUT were installed face-to-face. A two-port vector
network analyzer (VNA) is used to obtain the S21 response
of the measurement system. A transceiver module, which
can control the amplitude and phase of each PWG element,
was cascaded between the PWG and VNA. Fig. 14 presents
the location relations for the PWG and BS arrays in the
measurement system. The BS antenna array (i.e., blue square
array) is a 4 × 8 antenna array with the element spacing is
108 mm. The power splitter on the BS arrays side combines
32 antenna signals into one channel and connects to the VNA
through longer cables. Note that the PWG array is offset from
the coordinate origin in the measurement system, as shown in
Fig. 14 and later in Fig. 15 to Fig. 17.
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FIGURE 14. The location relations among the arrays.

FIGURE 15. The experimental setup of the measurement system for
non-coplanar PWG sub-array.

FIGURE 16. The phase distributions of incident field on the PWG array.

FIGURE 17. The distance differences of array element in the z axis.

To experimentally validate our proposed non-coplanar
structure PWG, a small 4 × 4 PWG was chosen for the sake
of simplicity. The PWG (i.e., red annulus array in Fig. 14)
is a part of the whole array of PWG (i.e., pink annulus

array). The distance of two arrays in the z axis is 700 mm,
and it is a near-field distance for the BS antenna array at
3.5 GHz. Fig. 15 presents the experimental setup of the
measurement system. The element of the BS antenna is the
quad-ridged horn antenna as mentioned in Section III, and
they were connected with another port of VNA by cascaded
power dividers. TheVNAwas not calibrated during thewhole
process. The relative position of the reflected waves can still
be accurately measured. The bandwidth of the transceiver
module is from 2.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz, which agrees well with
the supported frequency band of the antennas. The PWG
design is detailed in Section III. The main contribution of
this part is the design of non-coplanar PWG based on the
near-field field distribution, as discussed below.

B. NON-COPLANAR PWG DESIGN
FOR NON-PLANAR FIELD
The first step is to obtain the field radiated from the BS
AUT over the PWG aperture. For a known BS AUT, its
radiated field over the PWG aperture can be simulated by
electromagnetic simulation software. For an unknown BS
AUT, the field distribution can be measured with the help of
a planar near-field scanner. In this work, the non-planar field
distribution over the PWG aperture is simulated in the CST
and FEKO software, which is shown in Fig. 16 at 3.5 GHz.
The field distribution is not planar due to the near-field
distance, as expected. The phase distribution is not uniform
and a deviation up to 120◦ can be observed.

The next step is to subdivide the simulated field over the
PWG aperture into 16 separate sections, according to the
area of the PWG elements. The field in each section is then
averaged. The phase distribution of the average field includes
16 separate sections (denoted as ϕincn for n ∈ [1, 16]). Note
that for planar impinging wave, we have the same ϕincn for
n ∈ [1, 16].

As explained, the basic idea of non-coplanar PWG design
is to achieve destructive interference by designing positions
of PWG elements in the propagation direction (i.e. the z axis).
The phase distribution of the objective field can be denoted
as ϕobjn for n ∈ [1, 16]. As explained, the field radiated by
neighboring PWG elements should have the same amplitude,
yet out-phased (i.e. phase difference of 180◦). Therefore,
we can set ϕobjn for n ∈ [1, 16] accordingly. Note that the
amplitude distribution of the field is assumed uniform in the
work.

Therefore, the phase adjustment for the n-th PWG element
for n ∈ [1, 16] can be written as

ϕadjn = ϕ
obj
n − ϕ

inc
n (1)

The phase adjustment can be either realized by tuning the
phase shifter connected to each PWG element or adjusting
the position of the PWG element in the z axis in principle.
However, for the PWG application, the phase and amplitude
excitation coefficients are optimized and should be fixed to
approximate a plane wave in the quiet zone. If altered, the
quiet zone performance will deteriorate. Therefore, we can
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only realize the element phase adjustment with the proposed
non-coplanar design of the PWG. The corresponding position
adjustment of PWG element dadjn for n ∈ [1, 16] in the z axis
can be calculated as

dadjn =
ϕ
adj
n × λ

2π × 2
(2)

where λ is the wavelength at 3.5 GHz. The factor of two
in (2) is due to the back-and-forth transmission of the signal
path, as explained. Fig. 17 presented the corresponding
distance differences of the PWG element in the z axis in
the proposed non-coplanar design. As explained, the phase
excitation coefficients are effectively altered by moving the
PWG elements in the z-axis. To maintain the same quiet
zone performance as in the coplanar PWG design, we need
to compensate for the phase shift introduced by the position
adjustment of PWG elements. The compensated phase for the
n-th for n ∈ [1, 16] PWG element can be calculated as:

φcomn =
−ϕ

adj
n

2
(3)

By arranging the position of the PWG elements in the z-axis
according to the near field distribution (i.e. (1) and (2))
and adjusting the phase excitation coefficients for the PWG
elements (3), we can effectively suppress the scattering
from the PWG, without affecting the PWG quiet zone
performance.

Note that the PWG elements are placed on two planes in
the non-coplanar PWG design with planar field distribution.
The separation between two planes is set to λ/4 (for the
designed frequency). However, in the non-coplanar PWG
design with non-planar field distribution, all PWG element
locations are determined based on the field distribution. The
field distribution should be either simulated or measured.

C. VALIDATION MEASUREMENT
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed non-coplanar
PWG design, a validation measurement is performed, where
three PWG designs were evaluated, i.e., the traditional
coplanar PWG, non-coplanar PWG for the planar distributed
field, and non-coplanar PWG for the non-planar distributed
field. As explained, the main difference lies in the positions
of PWG elements in the z-axis in the PWG.

The level of scattering from the PWG can be recorded in
the second incident wave to the PWG in the S21 response.
The first incident wave to the PWG will be reflected back
to the BS AUT, and then reflected back from the BS AUT
to the PWG. Therefore, the second incident wave will lag
behind the direct incident wave in the time domain, with a
difference of 4.7 ns (corresponding to a propagation distance
of 1400 mm). Fig. 18 presents the normalized S21 response
of the measurement system in the time domain for different
PWG designs, where a second incidence wave can be clearly
observed. The proposed non-coplanar PWG design under
planar field distribution is still valid in the near-field, where
the peak value of the second incident wave is 6 dB lower than

FIGURE 18. The normalized S21 response of measurement system in the
time domain.

that with the traditional coplanar design. The non-coplanar
PWG design under non-planar field distribution is 1.9 dB
lower than the non-coplanar PWG design under planar field
distribution, which demonstrated its effectiveness in further
suppressing the second incident wave. Besides, the PWG’s
primary incident wave time is 83ns, the second incident wave
time is 88.7ns. The two incident wave time difference is
5.7 ns, which corresponds to 1.71 m, and the round trip
distance between the PWG and the BS is 1.4 m, which means
the difference between the two is 0.31 m. Therefore, the
single-trip distance is 0.155 m, which might be due to the fact
that the antennas on both sides are not ideal point sources and
the equivalent phase center position is inside the aperture of
each probe.

FIGURE 19. The normalized S21 response of measurement system in the
frequency domain.

The non-coplanar PWG is designed for 3.5 GHz. It would
be of interest to understand how large bandwidth the
proposed design supports. For this purpose, we looked into
the normalized S21 response of the measurement system
in the frequency domain. Fig. 19 presents the normalized
S21 response of the measurement system in the frequency
domain. Time gating technique can be employed to extract
the direct incident wave and second incident wave [31].
We use a time gating window of 5 ns and 2 ns to extract the
direct and second incident wave, respectively. The level of
the second incident wave in the non-coplanar PWG design
under the non-planar wave at 3.5 GHz is−40.9 dB compared
with the direct incident wave, which is about 3.7 dB better
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than the non-coplanar PWG design under a planar wave at
3.5 GHz. We can also observe that although the non-coplanar
PWG design under non-planar field is based on one single
frequency, the scattering reduction around 2 dB and 7 dB also
could be achieved from 2.3 GHz to 3.5 GHz, compared to the
non-coplanar PWG design under planar field and coplanar
PWG design, respectively.

A 14 × 9 non-planar array similar to the low scattering
array is simulated to study the deterioration of quiet zone
performance due to the introduction of non-coplanar PWG
design, and the simulation results show that the proposed
low scattering array can maintain the excellent plane wave
performance of the planar PWG array.

V. CONCLUSION
PWG is an attractive over-the-air testing solution for
massive MIMO BS antenna. However, its compact setup
size would introduce multiple reflections between the PWG
and the BS in the practical setup. To minimize this effect,
several strategies were proposed and validated to reduce the
scattering from the PWG. A compact and low-scattering
probe antenna is designed for the PWG element, with
RCS in the gazing direction less than −27.5 dBsm from
2.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz. An element spacing of 108 mm
is selected for the uniform PWG design due to its low-
scattering performance. The PWG ground plane is covered
with absorbing material to reduce scattering as well due to
the large PWG aperture. Furthermore, unlike coplanar PWG
design generally proposed in the literature, we proposed a
novel non-coplanar PWG design based on the destructive
interference principle, which can significantly suppress the
scattering of the PWG. Two non-coplanar PWG designs were
proposed, one based on the planar field distribution and the
other based on the non-planar field distribution.

Measurement results have demonstrated that the proposed
non-coplanar PWG design under planar field distribution
presents 6 dB suppression of scattering compared with the
traditional coplanar design. The non-coplanar PWG design
under non-planar field distribution can suppress the scattering
further by 1.9 dB compared to the non-coplanar PWG
design under planar field distribution, which demonstrated its
effectiveness in further suppressing the second incident wave.
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